
Where am I?
- East of the highest 
mountain range in the 
US
- North of the fertile 
Mississippi River Delta
- East of the 
Appalachian Mountains
- South of all the Great 
Lakes
- Not on the Atlantic 
Ocean



Map Reading Skills

So that tells a few things about maps:

- A Map is labelled

- Pictorial representation of the physical world

- Flat representation of something that isn’t flat

- Scale

- Cardinal directions

- Longitude (also called meridian)

- Latitude (also called parallels)

- Prime Meridian (zero degrees longitude)



Map Reading Skills

Maps have their own set of vocabulary

World Map Map of the United States

- Flat map - Legend for mountains

- Colors to highlight - States are outlined

- Countries, oceans identified, - More detail, cities, lakes, river etc.
- Scale

- Cardinal directions - Legend?

- Scale? - Topographical – incl. land features

- Latitude & Longitude?

- Legend?



World Map
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World Population Map



Other Types of Maps - Wind

Is this map as 
useful as the
Other world 
map?

Who might like 
to use a 
map like this?



Latitude and Longitude



Map Reading Skills

Some other things that might be on a map:

- May have a map key for symbols on the map

- Hemispheres (northern vs. southern and eastern vs. western)

- Specific places may be identifies (equator, continents, cities, rivers, etc.)

Another way to think about maps is relative vs. absolute location

- Absolute location– uses longitude/latitude or coordinates to describe the 
exact position of the location on earth

- Relative location– the way a place is describe by reference to other places 
on earth




